Unlimited Mobility
The Mobile Dental Units From BPR Swiss
Independence and convenience. Dental carts from BPR.

Dual benefits.

Tailor-made: Select the combination of instruments which suits your needs. These elegant carts from BPR can be set up so that they are just right for you.

Comfortable: Top Swiss quality, made of stainless steel.

Flexible: Enjoy a little freedom. The carts are totally mobile.

Self-contained: Take control. The carts do not require any installation, simply plug in the power cord.
**CLINIC-CARTS**

**Features**

- 3-way syringe (air/water/spray)
- Self contained clean water system for syringe and instruments (check valve prevents back flow of water coolant)
- High-quality stainless steel housing
- Spray water tank Denta-Cart Clinic: 1.5 litre
- Spray water tank Combi-Cart Clinic: 2 x 1 litre
- 3 instrument hoses (automatic)
- Instrument hoses detachable
- Spray adjustment regulators for each instrument
- Saliva suction hose (automatic)
- Surgical suction hose (automatic) including on/off button
- Suction fluid container: 2 litres (automatic overflow protection)
- Pressure regulator-filter with hose (5 x 4 mm) to air source
- Disc type foot control with spray on/off function and chip
- Cart mounted oil-free compressor: Air delivery 75 l/min at 4 bar, Max. Pressure: 8 bar, Noise level: 48 dB, Air storage tank: 4 litre

**Technical data**

- Air consumption instrument: 35–55 l/min
- Handpiece pressure: 2.5–3.5 bar
- Each handpiece individually adjustable
- Total weight Denta-Cart Clinic: approx. 15.0 kg
- Total weight Combi-Cart Clinic: approx. 40.0 kg

**Warranty:** 2 years

**Options:** Peristaltic pump, electric micro motor (digital display), electric scaler, polymerisation lamp, light for instruments, trays etc.

**CLINIC-CARTS from BPR.**

For the flexible dentist.

The CLINIC-CARTS combine 3 treatment instruments and 2 suction devices on one single cart! They offer you the flexibility to not only treat your patients in your dental clinic but also in hospitals, nursing homes or other institutions. You can easily push your CLINIC-CART from room to room. They are available in two models: the **COMBI-CART CLINIC** (with compressor) and the **DENTA-CART CLINIC** (without compressor). No installation needed! To use your COMBI-CART CLINIC, just plug in the power cord. The DENTA-CART CLINIC needs to be plugged in and connected to an air source. The CLINIC-CARTS, designed and manufactured in Switzerland, are flexible, robust and easy to use. So, for example, the instrument hoses can be easily taken off and replaced from the outside.

**CLINIC-CARTS from BPR.** For the flexible dentist.
Dental treatment carts from BPR. Pure freedom.

The elegant P3-CART and DENTA-CART 404 treatment carts require no installation and are totally mobile. To use the P3-CART you just have to plug it in; the P3-CART is fitted with two spray water bottles. If a spray bottle is empty you can just switch to the second bottle without interrupting your treatment. The DENTA-CART 404 simply has to be plugged in and connected to an air supply. A switch allows you to use water from the spray bottles or from an external source. The DENTA-CART 404 can also be fitted with two spray water bottles if required.

Dental treatment carts from BPR. Pure freedom.
Suction units from BPR.
Safe and independent.

The stainless steel P3-VAC and DENTA-VAC mobile suction units offer great flexibility and ease of use. The cuspidor bowls are easy to remove and sterilise. The P3-VAC is totally stand-alone - just plug in the power cord. Like the P3-VAC, the DENTA-VAC is fitted with three suction hoses. This gives it an advantage over conventional suction units, as it has independent suction in addition to the two suction hoses which are operated by an external suction motor. If the external motor breaks down, the operation or treatment can continue uninterrupted thanks to this independent suction.

Suction units from BPR. Safe and independent.
Mobile dental units from BPR.
Unlimited mobility in elegant stainless steel.

Portable: Treat your patients wherever you wish.
High-quality: Benefit from maintenance-free operation thanks to the high quality of workmanship.
Sturdy: Enjoy the freedom of using your treatment unit in any type of setting.
Adjustable: Use all the functions that the dental profession calls for. This treatment unit makes it all possible.

Features

» 3-way-syringe (air/water/spray)
» Self-contained clean water system for syringe and instruments (check valve prevents the back-flow of water coolant)
» Spray water tank: 1 l
» 3 instrument hoses (automatic)
» Spray adjustment regulations for each instrument
» HVE (High Volume Evacuation) vacuum suction hose (adapter for saliva ejector tips and oral-dry-cap)
» Suction fluid container: 1 l (automatic over flow protection)
» Pressure regulator-filter with hose (6 x 4 mm) to air source
» Sturdy, air- and water-tight plastic construction, will not scratch, dent or corrode
» Detachable front cover
» Easy to assemble base
» Disc-type foot control

Technical Data

» Air consumption instrument: 35–55 l/min
» Handpiece pressure: 2.5–3.5 bar
» Each handpiece individually adjustable
» Weight: 8.0 kg
» Dimensions: 470 x 340 x 190 mm

Warranty: 2 years

Options: Electric scaler, polymerisation lamp, electric micro motors, light for instruments etc.

DENTA-PORT 303

Portable: Treat your patients wherever you wish.
High-quality: Benefit from maintenance-free operation thanks to the high quality of workmanship.
Sturdy: Enjoy the freedom of using your treatment unit in any type of setting.
Adjustable: Use all the functions that the dental profession calls for. This treatment unit makes it all possible.

Features

» 3-way-syringe (air/water/spray)
» Self-contained clean water system for syringe and instruments (check valve prevents the back-flow of water coolant)
» Spray water tank: 1 l
» 3 instrument hoses (automatic)
» Spray adjustment regulations for each instrument
» HVE (High Volume Evacuation) vacuum suction hose (adapter for saliva ejector tips and oral-dry-cap)
» Suction fluid container: 1 l (automatic over flow protection)
» Pressure regulator-filter with hose (6 x 4 mm) to air source
» Sturdy, air- and water-tight plastic construction, will not scratch, dent or corrode
» Detachable front cover
» Easy to assemble base
» Disc-type foot control

Technical Data

» Air consumption instrument: 35–55 l/min
» Handpiece pressure: 2.5–3.5 bar
» Each handpiece individually adjustable
» Weight: 8.0 kg
» Dimensions: 470 x 340 x 190 mm

Warranty: 2 years

Options: Electric scaler, polymerisation lamp, electric micro motors, light for instruments etc.
COMBI-PORT PREMIUM

Features

» Master on/off switch
» 3-way-syringe (air/water/spray)
» Self contained clean water system for syringe and instruments (check valve prevents the back flow of water coolant)
» Spray water tank: 1 litre
» 3 instrument hoses (automatic)
» Spray adjustment regulators for each instrument
» HVE (High Volume Evacuation) vacuum suction hose (adapter for saliva ejector tips and oral-dry-cup)
» Suction fluid container: 1 litre (automatic over flow protection)
» Pressure regulating filter with hose (6 x 4 mm) to air source
» Sturdy, air- and water-tight plastic construction, will not scratch, dent or corrode
» Detachable front cover
» Disc type foot control

Technical data

» Air consumption instrument: 35–55 l/min
» Handpiece pressure: 2.5–3.5 bar
» Each handpiece individually adjustable
» Weight Case-Unit: 8.0 kg
» Dimensions Case-Unit: 470 x 340 x 190 mm
» Weight stainless steel trolley with compressor: 34.0 kg
» Dimensions stainless steel trolley with compressor: 520 x 520 x 750 mm

Warranty: 2 years

Options: Electric scaler, polymerisation lamp, electric micro motor, light for instruments, arm with tray, arm with lamp etc.

The COMBI-PORT PREMIUM makes it easy and comfortable for you to work outside your dental clinic. This compact, mobile treatment unit is all contained on one trolley. When you have finished work you can simply fold it up and carry it to your next treatment location like a suitcase. The COMBI-PORT PREMIUM’s high-speed compressor not only means you can work all day without interruptions but you can also enjoy its extremely quiet operation (48 dB).
The EASY-PORT 303 from BPR. Portable, flexible and reliable.

Is it impossible for your patients to visit your dental clinic? With the EASY-PORT 303 you can easily treat them at their home or in the retirement home. The EASY-PORT treatment unit has all the functions necessary for professional dental treatment needs and offers you maximum flexibility. The DENTA-COMP EASY high-speed compressor means you can work all day without interruptions.

EASY-PORT 303 from BPR. Portable, flexible and reliable.

Features

- 3-way syringe (air/water/spray)
- Self contained clean water system for syringe and instruments (check valve prevents the back flow of water coolant)
- Spray water tank: 7 litres
- 3 instrument hoses (automatic)
- Spray adjustment regulators for each instrument
- HVE (High Volume Evacuator) vacuum suction hose (adapter for saliva ejector tips and oral-dry-cup)
- Suction fluid container: 1 litre (automatic overflow protection)
- Pressure regulator filter with hose (6 x 4 mm) to air source
- Sturdy, air- and water tight plastic construction, will not scratch, dent, or corrode
- Detachable front cover
- Disc type foot control
- Compressor Denta-Comp Easy – Oil-free: Air delivery 65 l/min at 3 bar; Pressure: 7 bar; Noise level: 56 dB; Air storage tank: 3.5 litres

Technical data

- Air consumption instrument: 35–55 l/min
- Handpiece pressure: 2.5–3.5 bar
- Each handpiece individually adjustable
- Weight Case-Unit: 8.0 kg
- Dimensions Case-Unit: 470 x 340 x 190 mm
- Weight compressor: 15.0 kg
- Dimensions compressor: 345 x 270 x 470 mm

Warranty: 2 years

Options: Electric scaler, polymerisation lamp, electric micro motor, light for instruments, arm with tray, arm with lamp etc.
SMART-PORT

Features

- Master on/off switch
- 3-way-syringe (air/water/spray)
- 1 electrical motor with light (0-40'000)
- 1 electrical scaler
- Instrument hoses detachable
- Spray adjustment regulators for each instrument
- Self contained clean water system for syringe and instruments (check valve prevents the back flow of water coolant)
- Spray water tank: 1 litre
- Suction hose (with adapter for saliva ejector tips and oral-dry-cap)
- Suction fluid container: 1 litre (automatic over flow protection)
- Pressure regulator-filter
- Sturdy, air- and water-tight plastic construction, will not scratch, dent or corrode
- Disc type foot control
- Integrated compressor– Oil-free: Max. Pressure: 4 bar; Noise level: 48 dB

Technical data

- Handpiece pressure: 3.0 – 4.0 bar
- Each handpiece individually adjustable
- Weight Case-Unit: 11.0 kg
- Dimensions Case-Unit: 470 x 340 x 190 mm

Warranty: 1 year

Options: Polymerisation lamp, electric micro motor with 30 programs, contra-angle etc.

The SMART-PORT from BPR.

The Lightness of Being.

The cleverly designed SMART-PORT integrates the most important functions and operations of a dental unit in a single case that only weighs 11 kilograms. The SMART-PORT only needs to be connected to electricity to begin operating. The built-in electrical motor and likewise the integrated electrical scaler both have full performance capability. The high capacity of the SMART-PORT is completed by the exceptionally efficient suction. In addition to its incomparable performance, the SMART-PORT offers great comfort. The clever design allows for fast and easy assembling and disassembling of the unit. Additionally, the SMART-PORT is impressive with its quiet oil-free compressor (48 dB!) and comfortable, externally removable instrument hoses.

The SMART-PORT from BPR. The Lightness of Being.
The DENTA-BOY 202 from BPR. The world’s smallest dental unit.

The DENTA-BOY 202 is quality in miniature. Its small size means the DENTA-BOY 202 takes up very little space at your treatment location. It can be simply picked up by the handle and carried to the next treatment location. The DENTA-BOY 202 is equipped with a three-way syringe and two instruments of your choice.

The DENTA-BOY 202 from BPR. The world’s smallest dental unit.

DENTA-BOY 202

Features
» Master on/off switch with pneumatic green indicator
» 3-way-syringe (air/water/spray)
» Self contained clean water system for syringe and instruments
» Spray water tank: 1 litre
» 2 instrument hoses (automatic)
» Air and water fine adjustment regulators
» Pressure regulator-filter and drain valve
» Disc type foot control

Technical data
» Air consumption instrument: 35 – 55 l/min
» Handpiece pressure: 2.5 – 3.5 bar
» Unit: Stainless steel
» Weight: 5.1 kg
» Dimensions: 240 x 180 x 280 mm

Warranty: 2 years
The DENTA-CHAIR 303 from BPR.
The world’s most comfortable mobile treatment chair.

The DENTA-CHAIR 303 fulfills all of your needs: Sturdily built for easy transport and great comfort.

The DENTA-DOCTOR STOOL 303 from BPR.
Sit comfortably. Disassemble. Transport.

DENTA-CHAIR 303

Features
» The smart system of Denta-Chair 303 allows setting up or stowing away the chair within 30 seconds
» Moving like a trolley: After folding, the chair can be easily pulled with the telescopic handle
» Comfortable upholstery with premium covering. Available in a list of different colours
» The smooth backrest adjustment is stepless and synchronous with the automatic legrest adjustment
» Double articulated headrest adjustment

Technical Data
» Weight: 17.5 kg
» Dimensions: 580 x 380 x 600 mm

Options:
• Halogen mobile dental operatory light,
• SUN-LED Classic (LED mobile dental operatory light),
• Arm with tray, Armrests

Warranty: 2 years

DENTA-CHAIR 303

Features
» The Denta-Doctor Stool 303 is set up or stowed away in less than 30 seconds
» To comfortably transport, it can be stowed away in a convenient carrying bag
» Height adjustment by means of a gas spring
» Comfortable upholstery with premium covering. Available in a list of different colours

Technical Data
» Weight: 5.65 kg
» Diameter Seat: 340 mm
» Height adjustable: 500 x 630 mm

Options:
• Arm / Backrest

Warranty: 2 years
The SUN-LED Classic from BPR: A Milestone in medical lighting technology.

**Features**
- Homogeneous light field providing a unique quality of light
- Collapsible and stable – can conveniently be transported in a small case
- Finest aluminium case with a flawlessly smooth surface: Satisfies the highest hygiene standards and is easy to clean
- The sensor allows you to turn the light on and off without touching the switch
- Thanks to the absolutely unique heat management system (without fans and ventilation slots) we are able to guarantee a service life of 50,000 hours

**Technical Data**
- 45'000 LUX at a distance of 50 cm (35'000 LUX at a distance of 70 cm)
- Light field diameter: 18 cm

**Warranty**
- LED’s: 10 years
- Warranty operatory light: 2 years

---

The Halogen dental operatory light from BPR: Good light for mobile dentists.

**Features**
- Collapsible and stable – can conveniently be transported in a small case
- Leading halogen light for mobile use

**Technical Data**
- 30'000 LUX at a distance of 50 cm (20'000 LUX at a distance of 70 cm)
- Light field diameter: 16 cm

**Warranty**
- 2 years